EFFECT OF SODIUM ALGINATE ON PREVENTION OF HYPERCHOLESTEROLEMIA AND ATHEROSCLEROSIS IN RATS
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ABSTRACT

Objective: The present study is to determine the effect of liquid of sodium alginate and powder on the prevention of raising cholesterol levels and atherosclerosis in rats (preventive effect).

Method: Experimental animals were divided into prevention groups. Preventive groups used were 24 normal rats and then divided into four groups, each group consisted of 6 animals: Group 1 (fed a regular diet), Group 2 (fed high cholesterol diet), Group 3 (fed high cholesterol diet and alginate liquid 2% diet), and Group 4 (fed high cholesterol and alginate powder). Rats are given with cholesterol food, alginate liquid, alginate powder a dose of 1 ml/100 g body weight once a day. Parameters measured were cholesterol level, low-density lipoprotein (LDL) levels, high-density lipoprotein (HDL) levels, triglyceride (TG) level, body weight every week, and histopathologically of the aorta for foam cells examined at the end of the experiment. Analysis of data was performed using one-way ANOVA.

Results: The lipid profiles in the preventive group showed alginate liquid and powder which have the effect of preventing increase total cholesterol, LDL, TG, number of foam cells, and decrease HDL. Diet using alginate powder better than alginate liquid, but the effect was not different significantly (p<0.05) so do the regular diet, but higher than given with high cholesterol diet significantly (p<0.05).

Conclusion: This study showed that the alginate liquid and alginate powder have an anti-hypercholesterolemia property which has been proved by preventing increase LDL, TG, and increased HDL levels.
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INTRODUCTION

Coronary artery disease (CAD) is one of the most important causes of death all over the world. Hyperlipidemia is one of the risk factors for CAD. Data show that 25–30% risk of CAD is reduced by treating hyperlipidemia [1]. The increasing morbidity and mortality from coronary heart disease is the biggest challenge to nutritionists and medical scientists all over the world [2].

Hyperlipidemia, hypertension, obesity, raised coagulation factor, and homocysteine are modified risk factors for atherosclerosis. Dyslipidemia is most common risk factor causing ischemic heart disease (IHD) of the elderly population. The underlying mechanism of IHD involves the deposition of serum lipids in coronary arteries, and it results in decreased blood flow to cardiac muscles [3].

Atherosclerosis - cardiovascular disorder which involves progressive narrowing and degeneration of arteries. The oxidative modification of low-density lipoproteins (LDL) in the arterial wall by reactive oxygen species and elevated levels of homocysteine in blood plasma are the key risk factors for atherosclerosis. Importantly, several processes are triggered by other risk factors, including the expression of adhesion molecules, the proliferation and migration of smooth muscle cells, the apoptosis of endothelial cells, the oxidation of lipids, the activation of metalloproteinase, and the alteration of vasomotor activity. Eventually, in its natural progression, calcification of the atheromatous plaque occurs. Depending on the affected artery in the body, the related disorders include coronary heart disease, carotid artery disease, peripheral arterial disease, and chronic kidney disease [4].

Dietary fiber is a collective term for a variety of plant substances that are resistant to digestion by human gastrointestinal enzymes. Dietary fibers classified into two major groups depending on their solubility in water, soluble, and insoluble fibers. Studies have focused on soluble fibers such as oats, psyllium, pectin, and gum, and qualitative reviews suggested that these fibers lower total and LDL cholesterol. Water-insoluble wheat fiber and cellulose have no effect unless they displace foods supplying saturated fats and cholesterol [5]. It is thought that soluble fiber lowers blood cholesterol by binding bile acids, which are made from cholesterol to digest dietary fats, and then excreting them [6].

Alginate fiber is a possible source of viscous dietary fiber as a fiber isolate or in algae containing foods. The main constituents of agents are uronic acids (1,3-α-monophonic and 1,4-α-guluronic acids) which give the alginate characteristics similar to pectin (galacturonic acid). Fiber from algae is commonly used as a texture modifier in the food industry. However, little is known about its physiologic effects in humans. Sodium alginate (SA) is readily water-soluble and produces a highly viscous gel in a solution containing partially ionized carboxyl groups. Agents have the potential for use as a “functional food” since the production of b-elimination products by bacterial alginate-degrading enzymes may increase the growth of beneficial Bacteroides species of bacteria in the gut [8].

SA is a natural polymer which is biocompatible and biodegradable. Bangun has reported that ointment with alginate base is highly hydrophilic. It has pseudoplastic rheology and non-irritating properties. In previous Studies, Alginate can be used for the preparation of periodontal drug delivery system and gastroretentive drug delivery system of ranitidine HCl, antacid, and amoxicillin [9-13].

The result of a study by Mushollaeni has reported that the alginate extracted from brown seaweed Sargassum sp. and Turbinaria sp.
obtained from the rocky beach area Wonosari Yogyakarta has the ability to decrease blood cholesterol levels in hypercholesterolemic rats. Both types of alginate have demonstrated its ability to lower total blood cholesterol levels of rats up to 53%. The cholesterol-lowering effect is caused by the fibers contained in the alginate [14].

The purpose of this research was to test the effect of SA to preventing the increase of rats cholesterol levels, LDL, high-density lipoprotein (HDL), weight, and formation of foam cells and then to compare between liquid and powder most effective in preventing the increase of rats cholesterol levels, LDL, HDL, weight, and formation of foam cells.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Materials**

The materials used are SA 500–600 cps (Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd., Japan), distilled water, sugar, nipagin (Merck), ethanol, liquid paraffin (Merck), xylo (Merck), xylene (Merck), hematoxin solution 0.2% (Merck), a solution of 1% eosin (Merck), cholesterol reagents (Glory Diagnostic), HDL reagents (Glory Diagnostics), triglyceride (TG) reagents (Glory Diagnostics), goat fat and quail egg yolk obtained from kampong lalam market, cooking oil, normal rat feed (pellets 794P), and high-cholesterol feed (pellets CPS11).

Animals used are healthy white male rats weighing 150–200 g were maintained in standard animal house, given standard pellet diets and tap water ad libitum. The rats were fasted for all medications at least 2 weeks before the treatment was given. All the rats were adhered to the standard operation procedures and approved by the Animal Research Ethics Committee of FMIPA University of Sumatera Utara. Experimental animals were divided into four groups in preventive groups.

**Method**

**Preventive group**

Used 24 were normal rats and then divided into four groups, each group consisting of six rats.

- **Group I** (normal control): Received distilled water and regular diet (pellets 794P).
- **Group II** (negative control): Received 1% of cholesterol in the high cholesterol feed (goat fat, quail egg yolk, and cooking oil) and pellets CPS11 once a day.
- **Group III** (test group): Received 1% of cholesterol in the high cholesterol feed (goat fat, quail egg yolk, and cooking oil) and alginate liquid 2% once a day.
- **Group IV** (test group): Received 1% of cholesterol in the high cholesterol feed (goat fat, quail egg yolk, and cooking oil) and alginate powder (0.2 mg/kg p.o) once a day.

High cholesterol food administered to raise blood cholesterol levels of rats was a high-fat suspension preparation prepared by mixing, cooking oil (50%), goat fat (30%), and quail yolk (20%).

This experiment was conducted for 12 weeks. Cholesterol, LDL, HDL, TG and weight were measured once a week. At the end of the experiment, the rats were killed by decapitation, and then, aorta was taken and examined histopathologically.

**Determination of cholesterol levels**

This method for the measurement of total cholesterol in serum involves the use of three enzymes: Cholesterol esterase, cholesterol oxidase, and peroxidase. In the presence of the former, the mixture of phenol and 4-aminoantipyrine is condensed by hydrogen peroxide to quinoneimine dye proportional to the concentration of cholesterol in the sample.

Blood sample was taken every week. Blood taken 0.5 ml was collected using a microcentrifuge tube, and it was centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 20 min, then separated, and taken the serum. Measure 1 ml reagent microcentrifuge cholesterol into the tube, then add 10 µL of serum, mixed and incubated for 20 min at a temperature of 20–25°C or for 5 min at a temperature of 37°C. Pour into cuvett, then read the absorbance values using a spectrophotometer, at a wavelength of 500 nm.

**Determination of HDL levels**

This technique uses a separation method based on the selective precipitation of apolipoprotein β-containing lipoproteins (very LDL, LDL, and α by phosphotungstic acid/MgCl₂). Sedimentation of the precipitant by centrifugation and subsequent enzymatic analysis of HDL as residual cholesterol is remaining in the clear supernatant.

First, it must be HDL precipitant. Blood was taken 0.5 ml into a microcentrifuge tube, and then blood was centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 20 min, then separated and taken the serum. Then take 0.2 ml of serum sample, add 0.4 ml of precipitant HDL reagent, mix and let stand for 10 min at room temperature, then centrifuge at 4000 rpm for 10 min, then separate and take the supernatant, and leave for 2 h. Measure 1 ml reagent microcentrifuge cholesterol into the tube, then add 50 mL of serum, mixed and incubated for 10 min at a temperature of 20–25°C or for 5 min at a temperature of 37°C. Pour into cuvett, then read the absorbance values using a spectrophotometer, at a wavelength of 500 nm.

**Determination of TG levels**

The method is based on the enzymatic hydrolysis of serum or plasma TG to glycerol and free fatty acids by lipoprotein lipase. The glycerol is phosphorylated by adenosine triphosphate in the presence of glycerol kinase to form glycerol-3-phosphate and adenosine diphosphate. Glycerol-3-phosphate is oxidized by glycerophosphate oxidase to form dihydroxyacetone phosphate and hydrogen peroxide. A red chromogen is produced by the peroxidase-catalyzed coupling of 4-aminonaphthol and phenol with hydrogen peroxide proportional to the concentration of TG in the sample.

Blood was taken 0.5 ml and collected using a microcentrifuge tube, then blood was centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 20 min, then separate and take the serum. Measure 1 ml reagent microcentrifuge cholesterol into the tube, then add 10 µL of serum, mixed and incubated for 20 min at a temperature of 20–25°C or for 10 min at a temperature of 37°C. Pour into cuvett, then read the absorbance values using a spectrophotometer, at a wavelength of 500 nm.

The total cholesterol, HDL, and TG levels were measured using the following formula:

\[
C_{\text{total}} = \frac{Abs \cdot \text{Sample} \cdot \text{Conc. Standard}}{Abs \cdot \text{standard}}
\]

The LDL levels were measured using the following formula:

\[
LDL = \frac{Total \text{chol} - \text{HDL levels}}{5}
\]

**Histopathology**

After the tissue was preserved, by immersion in a preservative solution (usually 10% formalin solution is used), the tissue must be processed into a sliced form. To analyze the structure of the sliced tissue, the preparations already made must be colored. In this research, the staining used is HE staining. The function of hematoxin in this preparation is to color the nucleus, while the function of eosin was to color the cytoplasm. Foam cells formed in the aortic intima layer, with HE staining, will show large cells with a blue core. Since fat cells will dissolve during the staining process, it will show an empty space between the nucleus and the cell membrane. Foam cells were calculated on 10 field of view, then taken the average value. Determine the aorta on the preparation with 10 times magnification, then enlarge with ×400 enlargement, measure foam cells in the field of view, then the preparations are shifted to the left or right count of visible foam cells, and so on up to ten field of view, the location of observation should not be repeated [15].
**Statistical analysis**
The data were analyzed statistically with pair t-test using the Statistical Product and Service Solution with a 95% confidence level version.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Cholesterol levels**
After induction with high cholesterol feed for 11 weeks, then SA in the form of liquid or in the form of powder was able to prevent raising cholesterol levels in male Wistar rats. There was no statistically significant difference between liquid (431.5±29.03) and powder (402.42±18.9). Negative control (819.33±22.48) is significantly different compared to normal (409±24.94), alginate liquid, and alginate powder. This can happen because at normal is not given any treatment except regular feeding and drinking ad libitum. Fig. 1 shows group that given with high cholesterol for 11 weeks increasing cholesterol levels, but group that given with regular diet not increasing cholesterol level, so cholesterol levels in this group increased, according to that the liver and intestines donate 10% of cholesterol levels of the total synthetic total in the body. The results of cholesterol levels in rats fed liquid and powder alginate together with high cholesterol diet as shown in Fig. 1.

**LDL levels**
SA in both liquid and powder form was able to prevent the increase in LDL levels in male Wistar rats. There was no statistically significant difference between alginate syrup (283.97±29.52) and alginate powder (270.12±37.87). Fiber in food can lower blood cholesterol levels. The mechanism is related to the ability of dietary fiber to form a gel in the stomach and increase the excretion of feces [16-18]. Dietary fiber in the intestine can reduce the absorption of cholesterol in the hepatic circulation and immediately removing it through the feces [19]. Decreasing the amount of cholesterol that is absorbed is also caused by increased fat excretion and bile acids. Bile acids are the end products of metabolism of cholesterol. Bile acids formed from cholesterol in the liver. Dietary fiber can bind to bile acids, and then, the results will be excreted through feces. The high excretion of bile acids indicates the higher the amount of cholesterol that has been converted into bile acids to emulsify fat. The result of this mechanism is lower levels of total cholesterol and LDL [20]. The results of LDL levels in rats fed liquid and powder alginate together with high cholesterol diet as shown in Fig. 2.

**HDL levels**
SA in the form of syrup or in the form of powder was able to prevent the decrease in HDL levels in male Wistar rats. There was no statistically significant difference between the syrup (624.25±78.87) and powder (603.17±43.21). Increasing concentrations of HDL particles are strongly associated with decreasing accumulation of atherosclerosis within the walls of arteries. This is important because atherosclerosis eventually results in sudden plaque ruptures, cardiovascular disease, stroke, and other vascular diseases. HDL particle is sometimes referred to as "good cholesterol" because they can transport fat molecules out of artery wall, reduce macrophage accumulation, and thus help prevent or even regress atherosclerosis. However, studies have shown that HDL lacking mice still have the ability to transport cholesterol to bile, suggesting that there is an alternative mechanism for cholesterol removal [21]. The results of HDL levels in rats fed liquid and powder alginate together with high cholesterol diet as shown in Fig. 3.

**TG levels**
SA in the form of syrup and in the form of powder was able to prevent the increase of TG levels in male Wistar rats. There was no statistically significant difference between the syrup (1062.25±78.97) and powder (1063.75±67.74). Alginate contains fiber that can bind cholesterol, so it does not spread in the blood so that cholesterol decreases. Cholesterol decreases, TG levels in the blood also decreased. However, the relative negative impact of rising levels of
TGs compared to that of LDL:HDL ratios is as yet unknown. The risk can be partly accounted for by a strong inverse relationship between TG level and HDL cholesterol levels. TG levels are also reduced by moderate exercise and by consuming omega 3 fatty acids from algae, fish, flaxseed oil, fiber, and other sources [22]. The results of HDL levels in rats fed liquid and powder alginate together with high cholesterol diet as shown in Fig. A.

After being fed a high-fat meal to the measurement time.

Weight loss
SA in the form of liquid or in the form of powder was able to prevent weight gain in male Wistar rats. There was no statistically significant difference between liquid (936.11±103.63) and powder (969.25±19.13). An additional benefit of alginate is that it is able to form both ionic and acidic gels. This may be possible mechanism for a reduction in the digestibility of macronutrients and reduction in hunger seen after consumption of alginites in mixed diets partially because of the viscosity increase caused by gel formation in the stomach at low pH [23-25]. The results of weight in rats fed liquid and powder alginate together with high cholesterol diet as shown in Fig. 5.

The formation of foam cells
SA in both liquid and powder form can inhibit the formation of foam cells. There was no statistically significant difference between liquid (3.83±1.30) and powder (2.33±1.22) in inhibiting the formation of foam cells.

In chronic hyperlipidemia, lipoproteins aggregate within the intima of blood vessels and become oxidized by the action of oxygen free radicals generated either by macrophages or endothelial cells. The macrophages engulf oxidized LDLs by endocytosis through scavenger receptors, which are distinct from LDL receptors. The oxidized LDL accumulates in the macrophages and other phagocytes, which are then known as foam cells [26]. Foam cells form the fatty streaks of the plaques of atheroma in the tunica intima of arteries. LDL cholesterol is contained in a foam cell. LDL is also known as “bad” cholesterol. It becomes a marker for atherosclerosis. Foam cells are the body's way of trying to get rid of bad cholesterol from the blood vessels. Foam cells do not give off any explicit signs or symptoms, but they are part of the origin of atherosclerosis. Foam cells are very small in size and can only be truly detected by examining a fatty plaque under a microscope after it is removed from the body. HDL cholesterol is good cholesterol, and it removes harmful bad cholesterol from where it does not belong (Table 1). The histopathology of aorta rats can be shown in (Fig. 6-9).

CONCLUSION
- The results indicate that alginate liquid and alginate powder are useful to prevent atherosclerosis, the blood cholesterol, LDL, HDL, and TG levels.
- Liquid and alginate powder have the same effect in preventing elevated cholesterol, LDL, HDL, TG, and weight levels and preventing the formation of foam cells.
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Fig. 5: Effect of alginate liquid and powder on body weight of rats after feeding a high cholesterol diet on the measurement time.

Fig. 6: The histopathological aorta of rats after 11 weeks for feeding regular diet. 1. Intima layers. 2. Foam cells.

Fig. 7: The histopathological aorta of rats after 11 weeks for feeding high cholesterol diet. Aorta showing multiple foam cells. 1. Intima layers. 2. Foam cells.

Fig. 8: The histopathological aorta of rats after 11 weeks for feeding high cholesterol and alginate liquid diet. Aorta showing few foam cells. 1. Intima layers. 2. Foam cells.
Table 1: Foam cells of preventive groups (mg/dL weeks) n=6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Positive if control</th>
<th>Alginate liquid</th>
<th>Alginate powder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.00±1.26</td>
<td>10.5±2.49</td>
<td>3.83±1.30</td>
<td>2.33±1.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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